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Mental
Medium

Fluidic

Communicating Spirit

Perispiritual

Action of the fluids and of the perispirit
1. The medium is enveloped in fluids or
energies of the communicant Spirit
(sometimes before the meeting time).

2. The fluidic exchange between Spirit and the
medium is controlled by dedicated workers of
the spirit world, who do not consider the
mediums as simple machines to service the
work of mediumistic exchange.

3. Enveloped by the fluidic emanations of
suffering spirits, it is important that the
medium act with balance and responsibility,
neutralizing them energ y by donating
wholesome and serene energies, that soothe
and comfort the communicant sufferer.

Action of the fluids and of the perispirit
4. The radiant energy of the communicant
entity penetrates the medium perispirit, and in
there they are processed before reaching the
physical body.

5. In the physical body, the energies are
captured by the nerve plexuses and mediated
by the sensory organs. They will produce
pleasant or unpleasant sensations in the
medium.

6. These sensations lead to different degrees
and types of somatization in the medium’s
physical body, according to the conditions of
the Communicant Spirit? (good or bad,
generalized or localized)

Mental action: the mediumistic circuit
1. The mind is the basis of all mediumistic manifestations, regardless
of the form in which they are expressed
2. The fluidic envelop and perispirit’s action are controlled by the
mind, which leads to the formation of a mediumistic closed circuit
(mental link between medium and communicant Spirit)

Will - Appeal
The medium captures useful
information about the
manifested Spirit and its
spiritual conditions.

Will - Answer
It represents the aid
provided by the medium and
other members of the
mediumistic team to
communicating Spirit.

XAVIER, FC;VIEIRA, W. Mecanismos da Mediunidade, by André Luiz.

Action on the nervous and
endocrine systems: the pineal gland
(Gland of the mental life

or epiphysis

As long as the mediumistic communication lasts, the medium is kept under
the care and attention of the spirit team that coordinates the mediumship
group, allowing that the nervous system (central and peripheral) and
endocrine are preserved.
With the preventive action of the spiritual benefactors before the
mediumistic communication "(...) the nerve cells receive new magnetic
coefficient, so there is no regrettable losses in the Nissl corpuscles, required
to the processes of intelligence."

XAVIER, F. C. Missionaries
of the Light, by André Luiz.

